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CONCLUSION

The principal exploration chances on the property lie in the indefinite 

zone of hornblende alteration entering the southeastern part of the property 

from the adjoining Noranda ground. There is a strong probability that this 

is the northern extension of the similar tone wherein Noranda are finding 

their ore indications from 2,000 to 6,700 feet to the south. The careful, 

detailed, prospecting and trenching of this zone is warranted.

A second possibility which warrants about 1,000 feet of shall^iamond 

drilling as a sampling measure is the gossan area around the north nose of the 

granite plug in claim 15459.

Other poor possibilities lie in the sheared, carbonate zones at various 

localities across the northern part of the ground. Only limited trenching 

is warranted on these.

In the broad picture the size of the possible "targets" as shown by 

Noranda results is impressive (widths up to 100 feet) but the indicated grade 

is so low as to be marginal. There is a possibility that bulk sampling will 

improve the grade but unless this can be proved the exploration of the Hot stone 

property dons not seem very attractive.

In view of the above I would suggest that no extensive exploration be 

undertaken at this time but that the claims be held pending further work on 

the Noranda showings. 

LOCATION

The property is located 48 miles southeast of the town of Kenora on the 
portage between Atikwa (Deer) and Waterfall lakes. It is 27 miles due south 
of the main line Canadian Pacific Railway at Edison Station*

It consists of 9 unpatented mining claims covering approximately 366 
acres. The claims are recorded at Kenora under numbers K-15432 to 15440 in* 
elusive.

The property adjoins on the north the large group of claims on which 
Noranda Mines are currently conducting an extensive surface and diamond drill 
ing campaign. It is bordered on the west and north by part of a large group
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of claims now being explored by Conwest Exploration Co. 

FACILITIES

The property can be reached by a 26 idle water route involving one f mile 
portage from Sioux Narrows a village on the Kenora-Fort Frances highway 50 
miles south of Kenora. Alternative aoess is by chartered aircraft from either 
Kenora, Kester Falls or Fort Frances.

No nearby electric power ie available. The nearest transmission line is 
from Stoep Rook Lake to Pryden and passes about 56 miles east of the claims.

There is an abundant water supply for all purposes and considerable small 
timber for fuel. Mine timbers would have to be imported.

DEVELOPMENT

Only preliminary exploration has been done on the property. Late last 
fall east-west picket lines were out at 200 foot intervale across the claims 
and tied in to three north-south base lines. From this grid system magnetometer 
and electro-magnetic surveys were made of the ground by Mophar Engineering 
Co. Ltd. The magnetometer survey showed several anomalies but the electro 
magnetic survey showed nothing of possible interest.

Starting in early May the claims were prospected and mapped geologically. 
Samples were taken of any min^ralieed material located but failed to return 
any assays of interest.

GEOLOGY

The general area is underlain by a thick series of Keewatin intermediate 
to basic volcanics and fragmentals intruded by early diorite dykes and by 
later large granite botholiths with associated acid dykes and small irregular 
intrusivee. The general trend of the voloanics and associated rooks is from 
fl40 w to N20 E with very steep dips in both directions but predominantly west.

(1) Rooka

On the Hotstone property the principal rocks consist of a series of Kee- 
watin andesitio flows trending NSO F and dipping practically vertically. 
Starting in the southwest corner of the group a very coarse grained basic 
flow rock is found. This rock shows porphyritio phases in several places and as 
it is followed eastward the grain gradually becomes finer and numerous pillows 
are seen. Still farther east a narrow fine grained amygdaloidal horieon IB 
followed by a second coarse grained horieon. It is probable that contact between 
the fine and coarse grained rooks is the top of a 2,000 foot thick, east-facing 
flow having coaree porphyritic andesite as a bottom phase, a medium grained 
pillowed andesito as a centre phase and a narrow, fine grained top phase. This 
interpretation is confirmed by the pillowed areas which indicate east facing 
flows.

Three overlying flows are found to the east of the main flow, from 800 to 
1200 feet thick, while a fifth flow is found in the northease corner of the 
property underlying the main flow.

The entire eastern part of the property is underlain by part of the western
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edge of a large granite batholith. As shown this contact is quite irregular 
and frequently contains numerous small angular inclusions of stoped-off andesites 
In tho southern half of the property the general trend of the granite contact 
is about N40 W while in the northern half the trend swings to N40 E. Where 
exposed the granite is predominantly a greyish, medium grained rook composed 
of quartz, feldspar and hornblende with occasional flakes of biotite.

To the west of the main jnaes of granite three small eatelite plugs are 
found. The largest lies In claim 16439 and is about 1200 feet north-south by 
700 feet east-west. It is much more acid in composition than the main mass 
being almost a greissen consisting of quartz, Muscovite and orthoolose* Two 
other small plugs are foun'i, one on the line between claims 16436 and 164S4, 
and the other in the central part of claim 16432,

The only other intrusive found on the claims is located in the north central 
part of claim 16439* It consists of a small mass of fine grained amphibolite 
and is probably older than the granite Jntrusives,

(11) Structures

The principal structures found on the property are a series of northeast 
trending shear zones* Two main zones are noted plus several smaller ones*

In tho northwest corner of the property a strong shear zone, at least 100 
feet wide is found striking N20 F and dipping 80 to 86  west, This structure 
lies on the extension of the long axis of Waterfall Lake and it is probably 
this shearing which has determined the shape and location of the lake.

In the northeast corner of the property a second strong shear zone trends 
S45 W with a vertical dip along and near the main granite contact. Southwest 
of the bend in this contact the shear continues on a S26 W trend to the south 
property boundary. In addition to the two main shears several smaller ones 
are known principally in the north part of the ground on claims 16486 and 
16436, They all trend N26  to 40 E and dip vertical ly or steeply west.

ALTERATION

The main alteration noted on the claims consists of a fine greyish oarbonati- 
zation. The chief occurrences are found associated with the shear zones where 
widths up to 100 feet or more occur. In addition one large elliptical shaped 
area of alteration is found in the northeast corner of claim 16458 trending 
N26 F! for over 1600 feet arid having a maximum width of 800 feet.

A second type of rather indefinite alteration is of possible importance 
from its similarity to the alteration associated with the mineralization on 
the adjoining Noranda property. This is an amphibolltization of a particular 
flow or structure in the lavas resulting in an irregular area wherein the 
andeeites have been converted to a fine grained rook almost completely 
composed of minute dark green hornblende crystals. In the field this altera 
tion is extremely difficult to distinguish from ordinary dark green basio flow 
rook BO that accurate mapping is practically Impossible with a large amount 
of very detailed study and rook trenching.

On the Hotstone property there are indications of a zone of hornblende 
alteration from 60 to 100 feet wide entering the property, with a N26 trend, 
2,000 feet west of tho southeast corner. This zone has a possible length
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aoross olaim 15458 of about 1,000 feet.

There is considerable evidence of weak sulphide mineralization in several 
areas of the property. Practically all of the carbonate zones show a weak 
dissemination of very fine pyrrhotite with some pyrite and rare specks of 
chaloopyrite. A similar but slightly stronger mineralization is found in the 
shear zones*

Along the north nose of the satellite granite plug in olaim 15439 a strong 
gossan, from 30 to 60 feet wide, can be traced for some 600 feet. It 
apparently results from the weathering of a medium strong pyrrhotite mineral* 
ieation with a little pyrite and very rare specks of ohaloopyrite.

At several localities on the property lenticular quartz veins are found 
from 1 to 4 feet wide and some of these can be traced for lengths up to 200 
feet* Associated mineralization is very weak and no values have been had from 
any of the samples assayed.

ORE POSSIBILITIES

The direct evidence on the property of possible orebodies is not encourag 
ing. The best possibility would seem to lie in the gossan area around the 
north nose of the granite plug on olaim 15439* Here there is only very 
meagre evidence of copper mineralization* The two samples taken have returned 
0.20 and 0.06$ Cu with no gold. However the gossan area is of considerable 
sire and would warrant about 1,000 feet of shallow diamond drilling as a 
sampling measure*

v

A second area worthy of limited exploration is the wide "Waterfall Lake" 
shearing crossing the northwest corner of the ground. Hfhere visible the 
mineralization is very sparse but much of the zone is swamp covered and ft 
limited amount of drilling might be justified* The few samples taken from 
this area show nothing*

A third area is th* shear zone near the east boundary of olaim 16437* 
There is apparently somewhat more mineralization associated with this cone 
than the other shear zones and this might warrant investigation* Shallow 
rook trenching would be feasible here and is to be preferred to diamond drill 
ing. <r~  -

A fourth shear eon*? whore a limited amount of work should be done is the 
zone lying along and near the main granite contact crossing the northeast 
part of the property. Here there is considerable carbonate alteration and 
very weak mineralization whioh shaUcwtrenohing could easily explore* The show 
ings are not impressive and do not warrant any large programme.

The fifth, and most intriguing possibility, lies in the zone of hornblende 
alteration in tho southern part of *v~ A!) aim group. On the adjoining Noranda 
ground their main r:old showing ocoui * ih a zone of this type of alteration* 
The values are found in minute, widely spaced fractures in this zone and require 
"hands and knees" prospecting to locate. Fresh rook is essential to locate the 
mineralization so that extensive trenching is necessary. The Noranda"gold 
showing" is over 4,600 feet south of the Hotstone boundary but more recently 
located showings, now being drilled, lie in the same general zone of alteration
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and mineralization to within about 2,000 feet of the boundary. In addition 
the northern extension of' the tone along strike would enter the Hotstone 
property near the location of the indicated similar zone there. Therefore it 
seems lilely that the amphlbolitiBed rooks in the southern and eastern part of 
the Hotstone ground are the extension of the eone in whioh Koranda have found 
jbheir ore indications. To date these indications point to either gold_j>re-_
bodies with very low copper or copper orebodies with very low gold, fine copper 
bodies are in the order of 100 feet wide by 260 feet long carrying I f 55$ Ou 
and 0.02 to 0.03 OK. Au. The gold bodies are in the order of 40 feet wide by 
250 feet long carrying 0.16 OB. Au and 0.60$ Cu. Bulk sampling will be neoess- 
ary for an accurate determination of grade.   

The Hotstone rone of hornblende alteration oan be easily opened up by 
trenching and blasting and the possibilities warrant a considerable amount of 
this type of work. If any appreciable values are obtained diamond drilling 
can be used to outline possible orebodles.

JUNE 13, 1952 0. L. HOLBROOKE

The above report was made for Hotstone Gold Mines Limited, 145 Yonge 
Street, Toronto.

A survey vms made by E. H. Ward and the writer acting for Mid-North 
Engineering Services Limited of 145 Yonge Street between April 16 and June 12, 
1952.
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BIU-VIS AND VJUTK LTD.

At the request of Mr. Geo. L. Hoibrooke, consultant 

r for Hotstone Gold Minoe Ltfl., an electromagnetic 

survey V?UB oonQuoted on the Deer Lake property flurinf, December 

lyfel uncl the e;arly purt of January 1968. Thio property Is 

located at the Junction of V/aterfall Lake and 3)eer Lake, 

approximately 0 nilea eas;t of Lobstiok Bay, Lake of the Woods, 

Ontario. Tho survey v;&8 carried out for Brev/is & V/hite Ltd.

The results of thie survey are shown on the aoooxap- 

anyiri(, maps Kos. 400^. and 4004. The Measurements are in terraa 

of "dip ixn^.lee". The dip ^nelea laoueuro the extent of dis 

tortion of the primary electromagnetic field by secondary 

electroma^nc tic fields, annoeiated v/lth oubaurfaoe electrical 

conductors* Reudin^B preceded by a minus si£n represent v/esterly 

dip angles, -here the si^n is absent, the readings indicate 

e; oterlv dip ^rifles. At iio«t of the stations, the dip angles 

v;ere reoorded an aero or small angles v/ithin the limits of
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probable error.

Hence, the results of our electromagnetic

survey iuay be considered as negative.

MCl'HAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

S. H. '..'ard, P. Eng. 
Geophyaioist.

Dated:- February 20th, 195E,

The following information was supplied by McPhar Engineering Limited,

the firm who performed the survey.

The type of instrument is a Davidson Mft»y>^oaMtt»^fcl»»"»MUi|feMty^

ft6=gca»m»»yM><wd«qa4»i6 induction electromagnetic clinometer

operating at a frequency of 1,000 cycles,

17 miles of line were cut and the number of stations established was 761,
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REPORT ON THE MAGNETOMriiTIIR SURVEY

OF 

HOTSTONE DEER LAKE PROPERTY

FOR 

BREWIS AND WHITE LTD.

Introduction

At the request of Mr. G. L. Holbrooke, consultant 

engineer for Hotstone Gold Mines Ltd., a magnetometer survey 

was conducted on the Deer Lake property during December 1951 

and the early part of January 195B. The property is located 

at the junction of Waterfall Lake and Deer Lake, approximately 

eight miles east of Lobstick Bay, Lake of the Woods, Ontario* 

The survey was carried out for Brewis and White Ltd. 

Presentation of Result s

The results of this survey are shown on the accompany 

ing contoured maps, Nos. 4003 and 4004. There is considerable 

overlap on both sheets to facilitate recognition of identical 

magnetic features. As is explained in the legend, contours have 

been drawn at intervals of 100 gammas in an attempt to outline 

the smaller but possibly significant anomalies. The anomalous 

areas have received greater attention and in most cases are
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covered by readings every twenty-five feet. The magnetic 

picture is very complicated over the anomalous areas. The 

values indicate close banding of magnetic material, giving 

a ridged effect to the contour pattern. All the readings 

have been corrected for diurnal variation but topographic 

corrections were deemed unnecessary after an examination of 

the aerial photographs showed little variation in relief. 

One of the sets of maps submitted with this report has been 

layer-coloured according to the intensity legend indicated 

on the maps. The other set shows magnetic values and con 

tours only. 

Discussion of Resuit B

The irregular magnetic pattern of the western part of 

this property is sharply contrasted with the broader, more 

regular features of the area to the east of the island shown 

on map 4003. This strongly suggests a change of rook type 

along a contact trending northwest from the southern boundary 

of the property to the aforementioned island. From this locality, 

the hypothetical contact appears to change direction, trending 

northeast to the east of anomaly 1. This apparent contact is 

confirmed by the limited geology available; (Ontario Department 

of Mines, map 48 b), it is considered to be between basic lavas 

and hornblende-diorite gneiss. Its exact location is very in 

definite on this map but it is indicated to trend northwest to 

wards the old Nina Mine and Empire Lake. From'the aerial photo-
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graphs, the contact appears to continue its south-southwest 

trend from the shores of Populus Lake as far as the old K. Lt 

Co. Camp 15, marked on map 48 b. The oontaot between this 

location and the shores of Deer Lake is Indefinite from the 

aerial photographs, but it seems reasonable to mark the oon 

taot in a similar manner to the apparent oontaot identified 

by the magnetometer survey. It would then seem necessary to 

consider the hornblende gneiss on the shores of Empire Lake 

as an isolated band of raetamorphised sediments in the sur 

rounding basic lavas.

It is evident from the aerial photographs that the 

general strike of the country is north-northeast / south- 

southwest in the area of greenstones* This is also borne out 

by the banding of magnetic anomalies indicated by our survey 

in the basic lavas. These bands of high magnetic suscepti 

bility are quite distinct from the general magnetic level of 

the region. This is quite clearly seen in the layer-coloured 

maps where the broad expanse of blue colour is interrupted by 

bands of higher spectrum colours representing increased sus 

ceptibility. There are three interesting areas of high sus 

ceptibility where prospecting is suggested. Presumably this 

prospecting would take the form of diamond drilling since over 

burden may be deep. These are anomalies 1, 2 and 3. They 

are apparently clearly defined, intense anomalies. If these 

prove interesting, anomalies 4 and 5 appear to be of similar 

structure and would probably warrant investigation*
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There are three negative anomalies to the southwest 

of Deer Lake on map 4004. Of these anomalies, Nos. 6 and 7 appear 

to be a continuous' structure, while No.8 seems to represent 

some separate formation. These negative anomalies may possibly 

be complimentary to high readings off the area of survey - to 

the west under Waterfall Lake in the case of anomalies 6 and 7; 

and to the south in the case of anomaly 8. It is also possible 

that these negative anomalies represent negatively polarised 

dykes. If the former be true, these anomalies may be part of 

an anomalous magnetic structure trending south-southwest from 

about 2000 W at the northern property boundary. If the latter 

be true, these negative anomalies may be quite distinct in 

origin from those to the north of the narrows. On map 42 b, 

Kakagi Lake Area (Ontario Department of Mines), a diorite 

dyke of Haileyburian age is indicated on the north and south 

shores of Deer Lake near the Junction with Waterfall Lake. The 

location, as indicated on map 4B b, would not correspond exactly 

with either of the areas of negative readings but its general 

direction does appear to approximate to the possible northeast 

trending magnetic structure. Its mapping is marked as indefinite. 

Field investigation of this negative area might be carried out, 

although from the aerial photographs there does not seem to be 

extensive outcrop. The dyke itself could not be identified from 

the aerial photographs.

The traverse line interval was chosen to suit the pur 

poses of the accompanying electromagnetic survey. A much
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shorter interval would be necessary to obtain an unbiased 

magnetic contour map. As it is, the wide line spacing 

(200 1 ) tends to cause the contours to align perpendicularly 

to the traverse line direction. Since the electromagnetic 

survey indicated no conductors, it was not considered econ 

omical to conduct the magnetic survey in full detail at that 

time. Thus the magnetic survey may be considered of semi- 

reconnaissance nature. The impression was gained from the 

work that many of the magnetic anomalies represented narrow 

discontinuous bands of high susceptibility material, 

Recommendations

From the results of the magnetometer survey and the 

negative results of the electromagnetic survey, there seems 

little evidence for the presence of massive sulphides in the 

surveyed area. It is possible that weak disseminated sulphides 

may be present. The most favourable areas are the anomalous 

localities already identified by numbers in this report and on 

the maps. Should these prove interesting after field investi 

gation, a self-potential survey might be warranted over the 

areas of shallow overburden. In making this suggestion, it 

is assumed that disseminated sulphide deposits are interesting 

on this property.

MCPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

SHW:rd.

Dated;- February 20th, 1952.

S. R. Ward, P. Eng. 
Geophysioist.
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Deoeaber 15th, 195!

Maaara* Brewle & White Ltd., 
40 Adelaide Street West, 
TORONTO, Ontario.

Dear Sirs :
Rai Geological nod Oaophyaical Survey 

of Hotstone Daar Laka proarty
covering nining olaina K*154$* tonnng 

.ISUQK.ISUQ inclmiva:  

Tha report for tha above mentioned eurvay 
does not yat comply with tha regulation* governing 
tha eubiaiaaion of gaophyaioal and geological aurvayc. 
It ia mandatory that tha artiolea liatad below be 
fully oovarad by this report.

1 - A eignod statement ahould be provided by tha 
person in charge of tha aurvay aetting forthi

(a) tha naaea and addraaaaa of all persona whoee 
eervioeo have been uaad in connection with 
tha preparation of tha plane and report.

'  \ ' . .
(b) tha number of eight hour man-daya 1 work, with 

covering dataa, apant by each peraon in tha 
various phaaaa of tha eurvey (lineoutting, 
draughting, preparation of report, etc.).

2 * Claim nuabara should b* ehown on all gaophyaical 
plane*

3 - Tha raaulta submitted to the Departtoent should 
include a statement including tha nunbar of days 1 
work recorded against aaoh claim on account of 
tha aurvay* The work mist be reported equally 
over all of the claims actually covered by the 
aurvay*
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Credit will not be givan for tin* apant 
travailing to and from tha property. Please bear 
in mind that this report and survey must ba com 
pleted in complete accordance with tha regulations 
ae eat forth in The Mining Aot by January 12th, 
1953.

I have anoloaad herewith tha report and 
prints of survey. Plaaaa complete and return than 
to this offioa aa aoon aa posBible.

Voura very truly,

J. K, MoParland. 
Chief, Mining tanda Branch.

c.c. Mr* C. McKinnon, 
Mining Raoordar, 
KBNQRA, Ontario.



HOTSTONE GOLD MINES LIMITED
(No Persona! Liability)

145 Yonge St.
TORONTO! - ^ONT

December 10, 1952

Mr. J. F. McFarland,
Chief,
Mining Lands Branch,
Ontario Department of Mines,
Parliament Buildings,
TORONTO 2, Ontario.

Dear Sir:

As requested in yo^ur recent .letter, enclosed 
please find two copies each of they're1 viseclTepoits and maps 
covering the geological, magnetometer and electromagnetic 
surveys of the Hotstone Gold Mines Limited property at 
Deer Lake in the Kenora Division.

These reports and maps were recently submitted 
for assessment work on the following claims; K-15432 to 
15440. You had returned them to me for correction and I 
believe that you will find the changes made will fill the re 
quirements of the Mining Act. If I have overlooked anything, 
please return them to me and I will se that it is corrected.

Yours very truly, 

HOTSTONE GOLD MINES LIMITED

GLH:EL G. L. Holbrooke. 
Encl.



Dear Sirs:

November 20th, 1952*

He: Geological and geophysical survey 
of Hotetone Deer Lake property 
covering mining claims K.15432 to

_______K*15440 inclusive.______

The report for the above mentioned eurvey 
has been forwarded to mo« Before this report can 
be examined it must comply with the regulations 
governing geophysical and geological surveys as 
required in The Mining Act. The specific regula 
tions which have not been covered by this report 
are as follows:

Geological Surveys(Page 1^5)

Section 4, Parts (a) and (b); Section 8j Section 
regarding key map] Section regarding plans, Parts 
(a), (d) and (J).

Geophysical Surveys (Fa^e 14fl)

Section 2 i Section 3, Parts (d) and (g).

1 have enclosed herewith the report and 
prints of survey* Please complete and return them 
to thie office as soon as possible*

Yours very truly,

*J* F. MoParland. 
Chief, Mining Lands Branch*

Messrs* Brewis & White Ltd*, 
40 Adelaide St. West, 

TORONTO, Ontario.
c.c. Mr* C. KcKinnon, 

Kenora, Ontario*

U_



OFFICE OF^^BG RECORDER KENORA MINING DIVISION 

KENORA, ONTARIO
ONTARIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES

November 12th, 1952.

Ontario Department of Mines, \
Parliament Buildings, ^>, U)
Toro nto , Ont a ri o. v ^^;.-:?

Gentlemen:

Re; K.15432 to K.15440 incl. 

Two years' work has been recorded on the 

above claims by way of geophysical and geological 

surveys. Enclosed herewith are maps and reports in 

Will be pleased to receive instructions 

iterial is approved. 

v v Y ou r s v e ry tr ul y,

CMcK/LS 
Ends.

C. McKinnon. 
Mining Recorder.
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Introduction

At the request of Mr. 6. L. Holbrooke, consultant 

.Engineer for Hot at one Gold IfLnes ltd., a Magnetometer survey 

was oondooted on the Deer Lake property during December 1951 

and the early part of January 1952* The property la lovated 

at the junction of Waterfall Lake and Deer Iaket approximately 

eight miles east of Lobstlek Bay, Lake of the Woods, Ontario* 

The surrey was carried out for Brewla and White Ltd* 

Presentation of Results

The results of this surrey are shown on the accompany 

ing contoured maps, Bios. 4003 and 4004. There Is considerable 

overlap on both sheets to facilitate recognition of Identical 

magnetic features* As Is explained In the legend, contours have 

been drawn at Intervals of 100 cmmniff In an attempt to outline 

the smaller but possibly significant anomalies* The anomalous 

areas have received greater attention and In most oases are
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oovered by readings every twenty-five feet. The magnetic 

picture is Tery complicated orer the anomalous areas* The 

values indicate close banding of magnetic material, giving 

a ridged effect to the contour pattern. All the readings 

have been corrected for diurnal, variation but topographic 

corrections were deemed unnecessary after an examination of 

the aerial photographs showed little variation in relief. 

One of the sets of naps submitted with this report has been 

layer-coloured according to the intensity legend indicated 

on the maps. The other set shows magnetic values and con 

tours only* 

Discussion of Results

The irregular magnetic pattern of the western part of 

this property is sharply contrasted with the broader, more 

regular features of the area to the east of the Island shown
•

on. map 4002. This strongly suggests a change of rook type 

along a contact trending northwest from the southern boundary 

of the property to the aforementioned island. From this localityv 

the hypothetical contact appears to change direction, trending 

northeast to the east of anomaly 1. This apparent contact is 

confirmed by the limited geology available; (Ontario Department 

of Mines, map 42 b), it is considered to be between basic lavas 

and hornblende-diorite gneiss. Its exact location is very In 

definite on this map but it is indicated to trend northwest to 

wards the old Nina Mine and Empire Lake. From'the aerial photo-
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graphs, the eontaot•appears to continue Its south-southwest 

trend from the shores of Fopulus Lake as far as the old I. L. 

Co. Camp 15, Barked on nap 42 b. The eontaot between this 

location and the shores of Deer Lake is indefinite from the 

aerial photographs* but it seems reasonable to mark the con-
•

tact in a similar manner to the apparent oontaot identified 

by the magnetometer surrey. It would then seem necessary to 

consider the hornblende gneiss on the shores of Empire Lake 

as an isolated band of metanorphlsed sediments in the BUT-
•

roundlng basic lavas.

It is evident from the aerial photographs that the 

general strike of the country is north-northeast / south- 

southwest in the area of greenstones. This.is also borne out 

by the banding of Magnetic anomalies indicated by our surrey 

in the basic laras. These bands of high magnetic suscepti 

bility are quite distinct from the general magnetic lerel of 

the region. This is quite clearly seen in the layer-coloured 

maps where the broad expanse of blue colour is interrupted by 

bands of higher spectrum colours representing increased sus 

ceptibility. There are three interesting areas of high sus 

ceptibility where prospecting is suggested. Presumably this 

prospecting would take the form of diamond drilling since orei 

burden may be deep. These are anomalies 1, 2 and 3. They 

are apparently clearly defined, Intense anomalies. If these 

prore interesting, anomalies 4 and 5 appear to be of similar 

structure and would probably warrant investigation*
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There are three negative anonalies to the southwest 

of Deer Lake on map 4004. Of these anomalies, Nos. 6 and 7 appear 

to be a continuous* structure, while Ho.8 seems to represent 

some separate formation. These negative anonaliea may possibly 

be complimentary to high readings off the area of survey - to 

the west under Waterfall Lake in the ease of anomalies 6 and 7; 

and to the south in the ease of anomaly 8. It is also possible 

that these negative anomalies represent negatively polarised 

dykes. If the former be true, these anomalies may be part of 

an anomalous magnetic structure trending south-southwest from 

about 2000 W at the northern property boundary. If the latter 

be true, these negative anomalies may be quite distinct in 

origin from those to the north of the narrows. On map 42 b, 

Kakagl Lake Area (Ontario Department of Mines), a diorite 

dyke of Haileyburlaa age is indicated on the north and south 

shores of Deer Lake near the junction with Waterfall Lake. The 

location, as indicated on map 42 b, would not correspond exactly 

with either of the areas of negative readings but its general 

direction does appear to approximate to the possible northeast 

trending magnetic structure. Its mapping is marked as indefinite. 

Field investigation of this negative area might be carried out, 

although from the aerial photographs there does not seem, to be 

extensive outcrop. The dyke itself could not be Identified from, 

the aerial photographs.

The traverse line interval was chosen to suit the pur 

poses of the accompanying electromagnetic survey. A much
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ahorter Interral would be necessary to obtain an unbiased 

magnetic contour Bap. As It Is, the wide line spacing 

(200*) tends to cause the contours to align perpendicularly 

to the traverse line direction. Since the electromagnetic 

surrey indicated no conductors, It was not considered econ 

omical to conduct the magnetic surrey In full detail at that 

time* Thus the magnetic surrey may be considered of semi- 

reoonnalssanoe nature. The impression was gained from the 

work that many of the magnetic anomalies represented narrow 

discontinuous bands of high susceptibility material. 

Hecommeadatlons

From the results of the magnetometer surrey and the 

negatlre results of the electromagnetlo surrey, there seems 

little erldenee for the presence of masaire sulphides in the 

surreyed area. It is possible that weak disseminated sulphides 

may be present. The most favourable areas are the anomalous 

localities already identified by numbers in this report and on 

the maps. Should these prore interesting after field investi 

gation, a self-potential surrey might be warranted orer the 

areas of shallow orerburden. In making this suggestion, it 

is assumed that disseminated sulphide deposits are interesting 

on this property.

MCFEAB GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

SHW:rd. . 3. K. Ward, P. Eng.
Geophysioist.

Dated:- February 20th, 1952.


